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ABSTRACT 

Over the most recent four decades Japan and the “four little dragons”- Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore-which 

together constitute under four percent of the total populace, have progressed toward becoming with Europe and North America one 

of the three mainstays of the advanced mechanical world order. This isn't the primary push to endeavor to answer that inquiry, 

however it is clearly a standout amongst the most compact, lucid and entering. One of the country's driving researchers on East 

Asian issues, Vogel sees a few "situational factors"- U.S. help, the pulverization of the old request, a feeling of political desperation, 

an energetic and ample work supply and recognition with the Japanese model of accomplishment as one bunch of variables. In any 

case, achievement, Vogel says, additionally originated from a complex of institutional and social practices established in the 

Confucian custom however adjusted to the necessities of a cutting-edge society-"modern neo-Confucianism." This social bunch 

incorporates a meritocratic organization, the selection test framework, the significance of gathering cognizance and the objective of 

self-change. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea – we know these nations to be among the most beneficial and gainful on the planet. 

In any case, it wasn't generally similar to that. The 'Four Asian Tigers' rose to unmistakable quality in the blast a long time of the 1960s 

by exploiting developing innovation and globalization, and they have clutched their position as financial pioneers from that point 

forward. Truth be told, simply a year ago the remainder of the Four Asian Tigers formally surpassed Japan as far as GDP, putting them 

second just to China as far as financial achievement.  

The Four Asian Tigers, or Little Dragons, are the cutting edge industrialized created nations of Taiwan, Singapore and South Korea 

alongside the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the PRC (China) which experienced fast industrialization, high mechanical 

improvement and kept up incredibly high development rates (in overabundance of 7 percent a year) between the mid-1960s (mid-1950s 

for Hong Kong) and 1990s. By the 21st century, every one of the four had formed into cutting edge and high-pay economies, gaining 

practical experience in territories of upper hand. For instance, Hong Kong and Singapore have turned out to be world-driving worldwide 

money related focuses, though South Korea and Taiwan are world pioneers in assembling data innovation. Their monetary examples of 

overcoming adversity have filled in as good examples for some creating nations, particularly the Tiger Cub Economies.  
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BIRTH OF TIGERS 

In the mid-1960s, the worldwide economy was simply beginning to recuperate after the injuries of the Second World War and the 

Korean War of 1950-1953. Provisional world peace joined with real advances in air travel and broadcast communications implied that 

fringes were opening up the world over, and the four 'tigers' were splendidly situated to profit. Each of the four nations bragged since 

quite a while ago settled ports and created exchange economies, exceedingly taught populaces, and additionally powerful post-pilgrim 

framework (because of the British impact in Hong Kong and Singapore, the Chinese in Taiwan, and the Americans in South Korea).  

The four 'tiger' governments accepted this open door to put vigorously in industrialization, building major mechanical bequests, offering 

charge motivators to outside financial specialists, and actualizing obligatory instruction for its young populace keeping in mind the end 

goal to secure the eventual fate of the workforce. Before long, these nations were popular, trading everything from materials and toys, 

to plastics and individual innovation.  

Hong Kong as of now had a flourishing stock trade (built up in 1891), so it seemed well and good when it broadened far from the fare 

advertise and into monetary administrations. Singapore soon took after, and these two small nations are currently broadly viewed as two 

of the world's most persuasive money related center points. Then, Taiwan and South Korea drove the tech blast of the 1990s, and today 

Taipei and Seoul are home to the greatest names in hardware and forefront innovation. These monetary improvements grabbed hold so 

rapidly that they ended up plainly known as 'The Asian Miracle', drawing in much more universal intrigue and becoming ever more 

grounded.  

The Four Asian Tigers were robust to the point that they could climate the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis (and additionally the 2008 Global 

Financial Crisis) generally unscathed.  

Today, they frequently include on the IMF's rundown of the world's most prosperous and stable economies, and every nation has built 

up its own – profoundly fruitful – specialty.  

Asian Tiger 1 – Hong Kong  

The economy of Hong Kong truly began to take off in the 1950s, making it the first of the Four Asian Tigers. Shoddy work and positive 

expense impetuses pulled in numerous medium and vast estimated companies to the city, and the 80s saw a time of far reaching 

development, with high rises, open lodging and passenger prepare lines all financed by the nation's newly discovered riches.  

In the vicinity of 1961 and 1997, the GDP of Hong Kong developed by 180 times, making it one of the world's wealthiest nations. A 

steady government, solid control and absence of open obligation implies that it is very much set for proceeded with development, though 

at a less emotional pace.  

Asian Tiger 2 – Singapore  

Like Hong Kong, Singapore's high development economy is established in the realm of fund. Initially prized for its amazing docks and 

key position in South East Asia, it was effectively ready to profit by its notoriety for being an exchange center point. Indeed, it is 

currently one of the world's preeminent money trade focuses, and gloats a staggeringly various expat group which is demonstrative of 

the high volumes of outside venture got throughout the years. Today, Singapore has the most elevated GDP of all the Four Asian Tigers.  

Asian Tiger 3 – Taiwan  

Taiwan's closeness to China has enabled the island to thrive nearby its neighbor. Chinese venture has set up a cutting-edge city loaded 

with high rises, rapid trains, and a solid instruction framework, while outside speculation has implied that Taipei is home to some great 

base camp, for example, Foxconn (where Apple's items are made). In the mid-1960s, Taiwan had a GDP for every capital of just $170, 

however in 2015 it was $22,469. It may not be the wealthiest 'tiger', but rather it has seemingly encountered the most striking 

development.  

Asian Tiger 4 – South Korea  

Once a rural nation, South Korea spent a great part of the twentieth century driving present day ventures, for example, gadgets, 

mechanical technology and programming advancement. This technique has paid off profits – as per the World Bank, South Korea's GDP 

developed by a normal of 10% every year in the vicinity of 1962 and 1995 and it is presently viewed as one of Asia's most progressive 

economies. 
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Budgetary Emergency 

1997 Asian budgetary emergency the 1997 Asian budgetary emergency influenced each of the four Asian tiger economies. South Korea 

was hit the hardest as its remote obligation loads swelled bringing about its cash falling between 35-50%. By the start of 1997, the share 

trading system in Hong Kong, Singapore, and South Korea additionally observed misfortunes of no less than 60% in dollar terms. Be 

that as it may, the Four Asian Tigers recuperated from the 1997 emergency quicker than different nations because of different financial 

preferences including their high funds rate and their receptiveness to trade.  

 

2008 Money Related Emergency  

The fare arranged tiger economies, which profited from American utilization, were hit hard by the monetary emergency of 2007– 08. 

By the final quarter of 2008, the GDP of every one of the four countries fell by a normal annualized rate of around 15%. Exports 

additionally fell by a half annualized rate. Weak local request likewise influenced the recuperation of these economies. In 2008, retail 

deals fell 3% in Hong Kong, 6% in Singapore and 11% in Taiwan.  

As the world recuperates from the monetary emergency, the Four Asian Tiger economies have additionally bounced back emphatically. 

This is expected in no little part to every nation's administration monetary jolt measures. These monetary bundles represented over 4% 

of every nation's GDP in 2009.Another purpose behind the solid ricochet back is the unobtrusive corporate and family unit obligation 

in these four nations.  

A current article distributed in Applied Economics Letters by budgetary market analyst Mete Feridun of University of Greenwich 

Business School and his worldwide partners explores the causal connection between money related improvement and monetary 

development for Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, China, India and Singapore for the period in the vicinity of 1979 and 

2009, utilizing Johansen cointegration tests and vector blunder redress models. The outcomes propose that on account of Indonesia, 

Singapore, the Philippines, China and India money related advancement prompts financial development, though on account of Thailand 

there exists a bidirectional causality between these factors. The outcomes additionally propose that on account of Malaysia, monetary 

improvement does not appear to cause financial growth.  

Total National Output (GDP)  

In 2013, the consolidated economy of the Four Asian Tigers constituted 3.81% of the world's economy with an aggregate Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of 2,366 billion US dollars. The GDP in Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan was worth 274.01 billion, 

297.94 billion, 1,304.55 billion and 489.21 billion US dollars individually in 2013, which spoke to 0.44%, 0.48%, 2.10% and 0.79% of 

the world economy. (Source: tradingeconomics.com) Together, their joined economy is near United Kingdom's GDP of 4.07% of the 

world's economy.  

Social 

The part of Confucianism has been utilized to clarify the achievement of the Four Asian Tigers. This conclusion is like the Protestant 

hard working attitude hypothesis advanced by German humanist Max Weber in his book The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of 

Capitalism. The way of life of Confucianism is said to have been perfect with industrialization since it esteemed security, diligent work, 

and faithfulness and regard towards specialist figures. There is a huge impact of Confucianism on the corporate and political 

establishments of the Asian Tigers. Confucianism was educated in Singaporean schools until the 1990s. Confucian classes were offered 

by South Korean organizations like Hyundai for organization administration. Leader of Singapore Lee Kuan Yew upheld Asian esteems 

as another option to the impact of Western culture in Asia. This hypothesis was not without its faultfinders. There was an absence of 

terrain Chinese monetary accomplishment amid a similar time period as the Four Tigers, but then China was the origination of 

Confucianism. Amid the May Fourth Movement of 1919, Confucianism was rebuked for China's failure to contend with Western forces.  

The potential for improvement is entirely identified with a nation's underlying conditions, as determined by the hypothesis of restrictive 

joining. Back in the 1960s, the East Asian Tigers had the potential for development because of their low levels of salary.  

Common assets and topography influences monetary development through no less than four sub-factors: the underlying wealth of 

characteristic assets, the closeness to the ocean, the level of individuals living in the beach front territory and the area in the tropics.  

As uncovered by confirm, those nations with beginning bounteous regular assets experienced generally most exceedingly awful 

execution concerning nations furnished with a lower level of normal assets.  
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There are not clear clarifications for this negative relationship, nonetheless one recommendation concerns the possibility of "Dutch 

Disease", which comprises in the energy about the genuine conversion scale which in turns makes unrewarding the assembling business 

went for sending out.  

The Four Asian Tigers, which to be sure needed regular assets, by putting resources into the assembling segment, have experienced 

greatly significant yields in the fare of the produced products, the initial step set out toward industrialization. With respect to the 

topographical structure, the Asian Tigers unquestionably end up in good positions: they are altogether arranged in nearness to the ocean, 

along these lines their vehicle and delivery costs are moderately little, and the proportion between the populace living close to the coasts 

to the land territory is one of the most astounding on the planet.  

At long last, Singapore and Hong Kong have not languished over their tropic position in light of their remarkable normal for city-states. 

In fact, as the term recommends, their GDP was for the most part influenced by the assembling business instead of the rural area: this 

component has empowered them to maintain a strategic distance from the issue of changing over a rural based economy into an industry-

based one.  

WHAT WOULD WE BE ABLE TO GAIN FROM THE FOUR ASIAN TIGERS?  

There is a dispute to be made that the Four Asian Tigers benefitted from being in the perfect place at the right time – war was done, 

expansionism was touching base at an end, and globalization required no short of what one in number Asian trade focus point. In any 

case, out of sight, the 'wonder' advancement of these economies was, all things considered, down to extraordinary organization. Each of 

the four 'tigers' has sorted out strong control and antagonistic to degradation measures, while direct money related plans have empowered 

each country to avoid open commitment and create huge stores of capital and speculation reserves. This inferred when crisis hit, they 

were simply affected on a shallow level, and recovered almost when the business areas snatched yet again. 

CONCLUSION 

The main findings of this paper are that Economic Growth depends on the interrelation of demographic, economic and geographical 

variables. Indeed, some of the variables are fundamentals in promoting economic growth, while others are essential for sustaining it. 

Without their interaction, the efforts could not bring to the desire end-state.  

 

First, geographic variables as initial natural resources endowment, geographic position, climate and percentage of population living 

nearby the coasts, sets the basis for a favorable or unfavorable growth. The further boost in economic growth comes with physical and 

human capital accumulation. Indeed, the countries’ productivity initially depends on these features. However, their potential is limited 

as the growth process evolves and technological progress becomes involved in the process.  

 

Furthermore, the least technical aspects, as government, institutions and economic policies are important for sustaining the growth.  

The East Asian Tigers did not have “extraordinary” features that enables them to grow that much. Surely, the four governments spending 

on education and investing in physical capital positively affected the production of output. However, they were provided with rather 

favorable geographic conditions that allowed them to experience an extremely fast development based on trade. Indeed, the vicinity 

with the sea permitted them to develop their export-oriented strategy more efficiently due to reduced transport costs.  

 

Moreover, the particularly high inflows of foreign direct investments predisposed positively their growth rates.  

Moreover, the regression results empirically demonstrate what stated above. Imports, Exports and Foreign Direct Investments, which 

are the variables that reflect the Openness concept, are all significant at the 5% level. The results convey the idea that the extraordinary 

growth process undertaken by the Four Asian Tigers was consistent with a process of internationalization, defined as the possibility of 

trading with the global markets. 43  

To conclude, the Four Asian Tigers have shown a path of convergence towards the most advanced countries, highlighted by their 

decreasing rates of growth in the latest years. Nonetheless, their catching up process is surely one of the fastest and fascinating one. 
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